The nonparametric estimation of the volatility and the drift coefficient of a scalar diffusion is studied when the process is observed at random time points. The constructed estimator generalizes the spectral method by Gobet, Hoffmann and Reiß [Ann. Statist. 32 (2006Statist. 32 ( ), 2223Statist. 32 ( -2253. The estimation procedure is optimal in the minimax sense and adaptive with respect to the sampling time distribution. The proofs are based on the eigenvalue problem for the generalized transition operator. The finite sample performance is illustrated in a numerical example.
Introduction
For decades diffusion models are used to describe the dynamics of continuous stochastic processes, for instance, stock prices in econometrics or particle movements in biology and physics. The statistical properties of diffusion models depend essentially on the observation scheme, where it is natural to assume discrete observations of the process. Mostly, equidistant observations are studied in the literature, distinguishing between high-frequent and low-frequent observations, depending whether the observation distance tends to zero or remains fixed. A summary of parametric methods is given by Aït-Sahalia [1] . Nonparametric estimation methods are surveyed by Fan [11] .
As argued by Aït-Sahalia and Mykland [2] , assuming equidistant observations might however not be realistic in many applications and random sampling times should be instead considered. For parametric estimation problems Aït-Sahalia and Mykland [2, 3] have shown that random sampling has a strong effect on the statistical problem and the performance of estimators. Naturally, the question arises how nonparametric estimators can be constructed for random sampling times and whether their (asymptotic) behavior is similar or worse than for equidistant observations.
In order to study the nonparametric estimation of the drift and the volatility coefficient of the diffusion when the process is observed at random times, we generalize the low-frequency results by Gobet et al. [12] . As they do, we consider a reflected scalar diffusion on a one-dimensional interval. On the one hand this allows to avoid technical difficulties and to present more transparent proofs when investigating spectral properties of the transition semigroup. On the other hand diffusions with reflecting barriers have rich applications. In the finance and economics literature reflected diffusions are used for currency exchange rate target-zone models, in which the exchange rate is allowed to float within two barriers enforced by the monetary authority c.f. [5, 17, 25] . Reflected diffusions also appear as the payoff of the so called "Russian Options", c.f. Shepp and Shiryaev [23] . Among applications in mathematical biology we recall models for population dynamics in which the total number of individuals is affected by oppositely acting forces, e.g., spontaneous growth and immigration on the one hand and random harvesting or predation on the other, c.f. [21] . Finally reflected Brownian motion have been shown to describe queueing models experiencing heavy traffic, see [14, 16] . In all these models the observation times might not be equidistant distributed. For instance, they depend on trading times for finance applications or measurement times of the biologist.
By the compactness of the interval and the reflecting boundary, the diffusion is ergodic and admits a spectral gap. Our procedure relies on a representation of the coefficients in terms of the invariant measure and the first non-trivial eigenpair of the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion. This spectral identification method was introduced in Hansen et al. [13] and has been further studied by [8] . It is crucial that the eigenpair is determined by the transition operator of the time changed diffusion, where the time change is given by the sampling distribution, and the Laplace transform of the sampling distribution. The former can be estimated by a wavelet projection method and latter by classical empirical process theory. As a side product of our analysis we clarify some aspects of the estimator and the proofs by Gobet et al. [12] . In particular, in order to stabilize the estimator against large stochastic errors a truncation with an in practice unknown threshold value was needed, which we could omit.
We prove that the estimators achieve minimax optimal convergence rates. In view of the cost of randomness determined by Aït-Sahalia and Mykland [3] , it might be surprising that the convergence rates do not depend on the sampling distribution and coincide in fact with the nonparametric rates of the low-frequency setting. In that sense our method is adaptive with respect to the unknown sampling distribution. As one can see clearly from simulations, there is, however, a large cost of ignoring the randomness in the misspecified case where one applies the low-frequency estimator to randomly sampled observations using the average time step as observations distance.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the diffusion with reflected boundaries, our basic assumptions and the main properties of the process. The estimators are constructed in Section 3. The main results on the convergence rates are stated and discussed in Section 4. The finite sample performance of the method is illustrated in a small simulation study in Section 5. The proofs of the upper and lower bounds are postponed to Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, some results on the stability of the eigenvalue problems are presented in the appendix.
The model
Without loss of generality we can consider the unit interval [0, 1] for the reflecting diffusion. For a measurable and bounded drift function b : [0, 1] → R and a continuous volatility function σ : [0, 1] → R + let the process X = {X t : t ≥ 0} be given by the stochastic differential equation
X 0 = x 0 , and for all t ≥ 0 X t ∈ [0, 1],
, and Y , which is part of the solution, is a non-anticipative continuous non-decreasing process increasing only when X t ∈ {0, 1}. By the Engelbert-Schmidt theorem boundedness of the drift coefficient together with the volatility function being continuous and strictly positive ensure that (1) has a weak solution, see Rozkosz and Słomiński [22, Thm. 4.1] . We denote by P σ,b the law of this solution on the canonical space Ω = C(R + , [0, 1]) of continuous functions equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets and endowed with its Borel σ−field F .
For N ∈ N our observations are given by
where τ 1 , . . . , τ N is an increasing sequence of random time points. For convenience we write τ 0 = 0.
Assumption 1. Let the observation distances
be an independent and identically distributed sequence of strictly positive random variables with law γ ∈ Γ := Γ(I, α) := γ probability measure on R + : γ(I) ≥ α for some compact interval I ⊂ (0, ∞) and some α ∈ (0, 1]. Let ∆ n be independent of the diffusion process X.
This condition on the sampling distributions is very weak. For every given positive distribution γ there are I, α such that γ ∈ Γ(I, α). The only restrictions are that the set Γ has to be bounded in the right sense, since we will derive uniform rates in this class, and we have to exclude distributions that concentrate at zero. The latter condition is natural because otherwise the observations would be of high-frequency type which would require a completely different analysis.
Example 2.
(i) The special case of the low-frequency observations is covered by setting τ n = n∆ for some fixed deterministic ∆ > 0. Then the sampling distribution is given by the Dirac measure in ∆, that is Γ = {δ ∆ }.
(ii) If the observation times are governed by a Poisson process, the waiting time to the next observation is exponentially distributed, that is γ = Exp(λ) for some intensity λ > 0. In this case we can choose Γ = {Exp(λ) : λ ∈ Λ} for any bounded set Λ ⊂ (0, ∞). 
In particular, (σ, b) ∈ Θ s ensures the existence of a weak solution of (1). As shown by Gobet et al. [12] the compactness of [0, 1] and the reflecting boundary conditions imply that X has a spectral gap and thus it is geometrically ergodic and admits an invariant measure µ. Focusing on asymptotic results, we can suppose that the initial value x 0 is distributed according to µ. Assumption 3 implies that µ has the Lebesgue density, abusing notation denoted by µ as well,
for some normalizing constant C 0 > 0, cf. Bass [6, Chap. 4] or Karlin and Taylor [15, Chap. 15, Sect. 6] . It is easy to see that the regularity assumptions on b and σ imply that µ ∈ H s , which will be essential for the analysis of the estimators. From the explicit formula for µ moreover follows that there are constants 0 < c < C such that c ≤ µ σ,b ≤ C for any (σ, b) ∈ Θ s . Consequently, L 2 (µ) with the inner product
is a Hilbert space equivalent to L 2 ([0, 1]). Noting that reflection corresponds to Neumann boundary conditions, the infinitesimal generator L = L σ,b of the diffusion X is an unbounded, densely defined operator on
Furthermore, seen as an operator on the Hilbert space L 2 (µ), the generator L is an elliptic, self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent, see Chatelin [7, Example 4.21] . Consequently it has a pure point spectrum σ(L) = {v k : k = 0, 1, ...} and the corresponding eigenfunctions u k form an L 2 (µ) orthogonal basis. Its largest eigenvalue v 0 equals 0 with constant corresponding eigenfunction. All other eigenvalues are negative and we assume that they are ordered with respect to their multiplicities 0 > v 1 ≥ v 2 ≥ ... . As shown in [12, Lemma 6 .1] the eigenvalue v 1 is simple and the eigenfunction u 1 can be chosen strictly increasing.
Estimation method

Spectral identification
The main idea used for the construction of the spectral estimators in [12] is that the coefficients of a stationary diffusion process can be expressed in terms of the invariant density µ and any nontrivial eigenpair (v k , u k ), k ≥ 1. Indeed, expressing the invariant measure in terms of the speed measure together with the Neumann boundary conditions yields, cf. [12, Sect. 3.1],
Applying the ergodicity, it is easy to estimate the invariant measure µ. To recover an eigenpair of the generator, Gobet et al. [12] have used discrete equidistant observations, i.e. ∆ n = ∆ for some fixed ∆ > 0, to construct a matrix estimator of the transition operator P ∆ = e
∆L
. Noting that P ∆ shares eigenfunctions with the generator L while its eigenvalues are e ∆v k , k = 0, 1, ..., they have obtained estimators of (v k , u k ). We will generalize these results taking into account the random observation times τ 1 , . . . , τ N .
Similar to the transition operator P ∆ we introduce the generalized transition operator R on L 2 (µ) given by
where τ is a random variable with distribution γ being independent of the process X. The crucial insight is that for any eigenpair (v k , u k ) of the generator we have
where
is the Laplace transform of γ. Consequently, R is a compact operator with eigenvalues
In the functional calculus sense we obtain
Therefore, we can estimate the eigenpairs (v k , u k ) using the spectral properties of R. Since the sampling distribution γ is unknown, we need to estimate the Laplace transform from the observations (∆ n ) n=1,...,N .
Example 2 (continued). (i) For ∆ n ≡ ∆ for some fixed ∆ > 0 we have Rf = P ∆ f and L γ (z) = e −∆z , z ≥ 0. We thus exactly recover the situation studied in [12] .
(ii) If ∆ n ∼ Exp(λ), then the Laplace transform is given by L γ (z) =´∞ 0 λe −t(z+λ) dt = λ z+λ , z ≥ 0 and the operator R is the resolvent of the generator L.
The distribution of the eigenvalues of the operator R is inherited from the generator L and the sampling distribution γ. More precisely, we obtain the following lemma whose proof is postponed to Section 6.1. 
Construction of the estimators
. The corresponding approximation spaces are given by
The L 2 −orthogonal and the L 2 (µ)−orthogonal projections onto V J are denoted by π J and π µ J , respectively. In fact, the approximation spaces do not necessarily need to be generated by wavelets. We only require that V J , J ∈ N, satisfy Jackson and Bernstein type inequalities with respect to the Sobolev spaces
and additionally we need the uniform bound
It follows from the well known properties of wavelets that (8) and (9) are satisfied.
Remark 5. Since the eigenfunctions of the generator of the reflected Brownian motion are given by the trigonometric functions, it seams to be attractive to choose V J as the closure of the span of the first 2 J orthogonal trigonometric basis functions, which however does not fulfill (8) . If the drift and the volatility function satisfy the stronger Hölder regularity assumption σ 2 C s , b C s−1 ≤ D, where · C s denotes the Hölder norm, then we can obtain the same bounds on the mean L 2 estimation error under a weaker version of Jackson's inequality, namely
This inequality is satisfied for the trigonometric basis. Furthermore Bernstein's inequality can be easily checked and (9) is trivially fulfilled. The same applies to the B-spline basis, that satisfies above conditions with the weakened Jackson inequality (see [9] and [10] ).
After having fixed the basis functions and the corresponding approximation spaces V J , there is a one-to-one correspondence between a linear operator A : V J → V J on the finite dimensional space V J and its matrix representation (A λ,λ ′ ) ∈ R dim VJ ×dim VJ with A λ,λ ′ := ψ λ , Aψ λ ′ . To simplify the notation, we will throughout use A to denote the operator as well as its representation matrix.
Using the ergodicity of the diffusion X and the independence of X and (∆ n ) n , the sequence (X τn ) n is ergodic, too. The natural estimator for the invariant measure is therefore the empirical measure
To regularize µ N , we define the projection estimator
for a projection level J ∈ N. We proceed similarly to Gobet et al. [12] . Extending the matrix estimator of the transition semigroup, we introduce the matrix estimator R J = ( R λ,λ ′ ) of the action of the operator R from (5) on the wavelet basis with respect to the scalar product ·, · µ :
Since the observation times are independent from the diffusion, conditioning on τ n , we can verify that R J is an unbiased estimator of the action of the operator R on the basis, that is
Hence, G J is a restriction of the scalar product ·, · µ to finite dimensional space
v, G J v is always non-negative and it will be strictly positive whenever the sample is sufficiently dispersed over all the interval [0, 1]. By ergodicity we can expect this to be a high probability event. With a Neumann series argument we can moreover bound the norm of G −1 J as stated by the following lemma, which is proven in Section 6.4.
Lemma 6. Grant Assumption 1 and 3. On the event
2J holds uniformly over Θ s and Γ.
J R J is symmetric with respect to the G J -scalar product. Furthermore, by the CauchySchwarz inequality and the inequality between geometric and arithmetic means we obtain for all v ∈ V J \ {0}
Consequently, all eigenvalues of the matrix G −1 J R J are real and smaller than one. It is easy to check that 1 is an eigenvalue corresponding to the constant function. We define the estimator ( κ J,1 , u J,1 ) of the eigenpair (κ 1 , u 1 ) as the eigenpair of the matrix G 
Due to the i.i.d. structure of (∆ n ), the classical empirical process theory shows that L estimates L γ uniformly in a neighborhood of v 1 with the parametric rate N
. Moreover, L is strictly decreasing and continuous, thus invertible. We define
With the above definitions and in view of the identification formulas (3) and (4) we can define the plug-in estimators of the diffusion coefficients. In order to ensure integrability of our estimators, we need to stabilize against large stochastic errors. Using the prior knowledge that
Minimax convergence rates
Let us now state our main results, generalizing Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 in [12] , respectively. Note that since u
is defined in {0, 1} via continuous extension such that the proposed estimators σ Theorem 7. Grant Assumptions 1 and 3 for some s > 1. Let 0 < a < b < 1. Choosing
The risk of σ 2 and b decomposes into the errors for estimating the invariant density µ and the eigenpair and (v 1 , u 1 ) of the infinitesimal generator L of the diffusion. In view of formula (2) the invariant density inherits Sobolev regularity of degree s from the diffusion coefficients. Together with the ergodicity and the spectral gap µ can be estimated with the rate
, cf. Proposition 10. Due to L γ (−v 1 ) = κ 1 estimating v 1 reduces to estimate the eigenvalue κ 1 of the operator R and the inverse of the Laplace transform L γ in a neighborhood of κ 1 . The latter estimation problem can be solved with standard empirical process results yielding the parametric rate N −1/2 for L, see Lemma 17 . The analysis of the estimation error of the eigenpair (κ 1 , u 1 ) of the generalized transition operator R is the most challenging ingredient of our proofs. We first restrict the eigenvalue problem to the finite dimensional space V J , that is we find
As shown in Theorem 22 the resulting approximation error
| is controlled by the spectral gap of the operator R and the smoothness of the eigenfunction (of degree s + 1) achieving the order of magnitude 2
. In the second step we approximate the finite dimensional problem (13) by a generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem for the random matrices R J and G J . We use classical a posteriori error bounds to show that the approximation error is controlled by the norm of the so called residual vector r = (
can be bounded by the matrix approximation errors
that tend to zero by the mixing property of the Markov chain (X τn ) n . A delicate point is that the a posteriori technique gives an existence statement, but does not bound the error between ordered eigenpairs. We overcome this difficulty using the absolute Weyl theorem for generalized symmetric eigenvalue problems, see [18] . We conclude that (κ 1 , u 1 ) can be estimated with the rate N . Compared to Gobet et al. [12] , the same rates can thus be achieved with random sampling times (with unknown sampling distribution) than with equidistant low frequent observations. In fact, the convergence rates are optimal in the minmax sense: Theorem 8. Grant Assumptions 1 and 3 for some s > 1. For 0 < a < b < 1 it holds
where the infimum is taken over all estimators, i.e. measurable functions,σ andb, respectively.
The proof of the lower bounds for observations sampled at random times follows the same strategy as for low frequency observations in [12] . Constructing alternatives that admit the same invariant measure, proving the lower bound is reduced to a testing problem by Assouad's lemma, see Tsybakov [26, Sect. 2.7.2]. The Kullback-Leibler distance between the distributions of two alternatives can then be bounded in terms of the L 2 −distance between the kernels of the corresponding operators R from (5), which is finally accomplished using Hilbert-Schmidt norm estimates and the explicit form of the inverse of the generator.
Numerical example
In this section we present numerical results for the volatility estimation. Throughout the section we consider a diffusion process X with linear mean reverting drift b(x) = 0.2−0.4x, quadratic squared To construct the approximation spaces, we used the Fourier orthogonal cosines basis i.e.
cf. Remark 5. We apply an oracle choice of the projection level, minimizing the risk. As target interval we choose [0.1, 0.9]. Table 1 shown in Figure 2 . While the estimators behave nicely in the interior of the interval, the boundary problem outside the interval [0.1, 0.9] is clearly visible. Again we see that the estimation for the Beta sampling distribution is the worst. In the misspecified case where the randomness of the observation times is ignored, the RMISE of the low-frequency estimator designed for equidistant observations with ∆ set to the average observation distance is four times larger than the error of our method in our simulations.
Proofs of the upper bounds
Throughout we take Assumptions 1 and 3 for granted.
Spectral properties of the operator R
Recall that u 1 is the eigenfunction corresponding to the biggest negative eigenvalue
. By [12, Proposition 6.5] u 1 can be chosen to be increasing and for any 0 < a < b < 1 there exists a positive constant c a,b > 0 such that
By Lemma 6.1 in [12] the family of generators {L σ,b : (σ, b) ∈ Θ s } has a uniform spectral gap on Θ s meaning that there is a constant s 0 > 0 such that
Moreover the eigenvalues v k satisfy uniformly on Θ s
for constants 0 < C 1 < C 2 , while corresponding eigenfunctions u k belong to the Sobolev space
As announced in Lemma (4) these bounds transfer uniformly to the operator R.
Proof of Lemma 4. For convenience we define m := min I > 0 and M := max I. By the definition of R and the uniform bounds on the eigenvalues v k of L in (16), we have
The spectral gap of the operator R equals min {1 − κ 1 , κ 1 − κ 2 }. Due to (15), we have
Consequences of the mixing property
First we establish general bounds for the variance of integrals with respect to the empirical measure which are due to the mixing behavior of the sequence (X τ k ) k .
we have the following two variance estimates:
Consider m ≥ n and let k = m − n. Since process X is stationary and has a uniform spectral gap
Hence, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
and
to prove the first inequality we just have to show that N n,m=1 L |n−m| γ (s 0 ) N . This easily follows from the formula for the sum of finite geometric series.
To prove the second inequality first note that
Since the sum of diagonal terms equals
) it does not exceed claimed upper bound. The sum of the other terms equals
.
By the spectral gap of operator R and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain that
Consequently, using again Cauchy-Schwarz and the formula for the sum of finite geometric series we can bound the considered variance by
The first consequence of the previous result is the following bound for the risk of the estimator of the invariant measure.
Proposition 10. Under Assumption 3 it holds
Furthermore if we choose 2
Proof. The explicit formula (2) for µ shows that µ H s is uniformly bounded over Θ s . Jackson's inequality yields
Using Lemma 9, we obtain
and (18) follows by the triangle inequality. Furthermore, by Jackson's inequality,
Hence, for J large enough, π J µ is bounded by 
Analysis of the projection error
Denote by (κ J,i , u J,i ), i = 0, 1, 2, ..., dimV J − 1, the eigenpairs of the operator π µ J Rπ µ J ordered decreasingly with respect to the eigenvalues. Note that (κ J,i , u J,i ) are solutions of the eigenvalue problem for the operator R restricted to the finite approximation spaces V J on L 2 (µ):
Take
Proposition 11. For sufficiently large J it holds uniformly on Θ s
Proof. It suffices to show that |κ
. Indeed, by Jackson's and Bernstein's inequalities
where we used the upper bound (17) . Recall that R is a compact self-adjoint positive-definite operator on L 2 (µ). Furthermore
Consequently, since by Lemma 4 operator R has a uniform spectral gap inequality
holds for J large enough. It follows that we can use Theorem 22 obtaining
The claim follows since
by the equivalence of norms Proof. Follows from the proof of Theorem 22.
Analysis of the stochastic error
Define the operator R J : V J → V J as the restriction of the operator π 
hence (κ J,i , u J,i ) are solutions of generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem for R J , G J . When matrix G J is invertible the corresponding generalized eigenvalue problem for G J , R J , namely
has dimV J solutions that we denote by
. In this subsection we want to bound the expected error between (κ J,1 , u J,1 ) and ( κ J,1 , u J,1 ). From the general theory of a posteriori error bound techniques for generalized symmetric eigenvalue problems (see Section A.2) we know that the error between the eigenpairs can be controlled by the norm of the residual vectors:
Since the eigenpair ( κ J,1 , u J,1 ) of the problem (21) is random and depends on operators R J and G J it is easier to analyze the norm of the vector r rather than r * (cf. Lemmas 13 and 14 where v is a deterministic function). Consequently in the following we refer to r as the residual vector. In the notation of Section A.2 we treat the deterministic problem (20) as a perturbed approximation of the data dependent problem (21).
Lemma 13. For any v ∈ V J we have, uniformly on Θ s × Γ,
Proof. By Lemma 9 we obtain
Now, we are ready to prove Lemma 6:
Proof of Lemma 6. A standard Neumann series argument shows that G J is invertible on
Since the invariant density µ has a positive lower bound uniformly on Θ s , for any v ∈ V J we have
Hence the smallest eigenvalue of the operator G J is uniformly separated from zero. This implies that G −1 J is uniformly bounded in the operator norm. The classical Hilbert-Schmidt norm inequality yields
Consequently, by Lemma 13 
follows from Chebyshev's inequality. Lemma 14. For any v ∈ V J we have, uniformly on Θ s × Γ,
Corollary 15. We have, uniformly on Θ s × Γ, the following bound on the norm of the residual
Proof. Note that from Proposition 11 we know that, for J big enough, the eigenvalue κ J,1 is uniformly bounded. Consequently
by Lemmas 13 and 14.
Proposition 16. On the event T 1 the eigenpair ( κ J,1 , u J,1 ) is the biggest nontrivial eigenpair of the matrix G −1 J R J . Furthermore there exists a set T 2 ⊂ T 1 such that
Proof. By Theorem 23 there exists some 0 ≤ i 0 ≤ dimV J − 1 such that the eigenpair ( κ J,i0 , u J,i0 ) of the problem (21) satisfies
where δ ( κ J,i0 ) = min j =i0 {| κ J,j − κ J,1 |} is the isolation distance of the eigenvalues κ J,i0 and κ J,1 . Let s 1 be the uniform spectral gap of operators R J (see Corollary 12) . Define T 2 as the subset of T 1 for which i 0 = 1 and δ ( κ J,1 ) ≥ To finish the proof we must show that P σ,b,γ (Ω \ T 2 ) N −1 2
3J
. Denote
First, using the absolute Weyl theorem (Theorem 24) we observe that for any 0 ≤ j ≤ dimV J − 1
by the classical Hilbert-Schmidt norm inequality. Consequently, using the uniform lower bound on the spectral gap of R J , we obtain
Consider now the event T 2,2 . Since
we have
Proof of Theorem 7
From now on we chose 2 J ∼ N 1/(2s+3) . Recall that the biggest negative eigenvalue of the infinitesimal generator L is denoted by v 1 which is estimated by v J,1 from (10).
In particular we can assume that | v J,1 | is uniformly bounded on T 3 .
Proof. For convenience we denote m := min I, M := max I. On T 2 we have κ J,1 > 0 and thus
Step 1: Let us start with a consistency result for v J,1 . Since L is non-increasing and continuous, we have for any fixed ε ∈ (0, C 1 ) with C 1 from (16)
By Propositions 11 and 16 and Markov's inequality the first probability is of the order N
. For the estimation error of L Markov's inequality yields for any y > 0
Step 2: To determine the rate of v J,1 , we use a Taylor expansion which yields for some intermediate point ξ between −v 1 and − v J,1
Since on the other hand we have
provided the denominator can be uniformly bounded with high probability. By (23) the event T 3,1 := {| v J,1 − v 1 | < ε} has at least the probability 1 − cN
. Note that in T 3,2 we take the supremum of the empirical processes related to
Since F is the multiplication of the identity map with the transition class {e −yx : y > 0}), F is a Vapnik-Červonenkis class and admits the constant envelope function (|v 1 | − ε)
. The empirical process theory (e.g., van der Vaart and Wellner [27] , Thm. 2.14.1) yields
and by Markov's inequality P γ (Ω \ T 3,2 ) 1/N . With T 3 := T 3,1 ∩ T 3,2 ∩ T 2 we finally obtain
, there exist an event T 4 = T 0 ∩ T 3 of high probability, i.e. P σ,b,γ (Ω \ T 4 ) N −2s/(2s+3) , such that the estimators µ J and v J,1 are uniformly bounded on T 4 . Furthermore, for N big enough, we have uniformly on Θ s and Γ
Proof. Note that T 4 is a subset of the events from Proposition 16, Lemma 17 and the event that µ J is uniformly bounded from below and above (see Proposition 10) . Then T 4 is a high probability event and by Propositions 11 and 16, the choice
yields the claimed bound of the expectation.
Before we present the proof of Theorem 7 we need to another representation of the volatility estimator which allows us to bound the derivative of the estimated eigenfunction.
Lemma 19. Set 0 < a < b < 1. There exists a high probability event
Proof. Recall that
This event is especially contained in
where T 4 is the high probability event from Corollary 18. On T 5 it holds
Furthermore, by Corollary 18, using Markov and triangle inequalities, it is easy to check that
2s+3 , cf. estimate (24) below.
Proof for the volatility estimator. Set 0 < a < b < 1. Note first that since
and σ, σ are bounded we just have to verify that
. Since for x ∈ [a, b] the functions u ′ 1 and µ are uniformly separated from zero, we have that on T 5
Observe that since µ J is uniformly bounded on the event T 5 and since the eigenfunction u 1 is normalized the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality grants that´x 0 u J,1 (y) µ J (y)dy is uniformly bounded. Hence,
Furthermore, since σ
Consequently,
Proof for the drift estimator. To obtain the upper bound on the drift term first note that using Bernstein's inequality we can extend the proofs of Propositions 11 and 16 to obtain
Let , we can restrict the error analysis to the high probability event T 6 . Recall the definition of b from (12) . Since
2s+3 .
The uniform lower bound on |u
We will estimate these three terms separately. Corollary 18 and the normalization of u J,1 yield
The second term can be decomposed into (24) and (25) we can easily verify that
Since σ 2 J is bounded by construction, we conclude
For the last term it holds
] is uniformly bounded on T 6 .
Proof of the lower bounds
First note that estimating the sampling distribution γ has no impact on the convergence rates, because the Laplace transform can be estimated with the parametric rate. Therefore, it suffices to use the same distribution γ ∈ Γ for all alternatives. Throughout this section we thus fix some γ ∈ Γ which admits a bounded Lebesgue density on [0, T ] for some T > 0. Without loss of generality we can suppose that (1, 0) ∈ Θ s . To construct the alternatives, let ψ be a compactly supported wavelet in H s with one vanishing moment. We set ψ jk (x) = 2 j/2 ψ(2 j x − k) and denote by K j ⊂ Z a maximal set of indices k such that supp(
For a constant δ > 0 and all
are defined by their generators
Note that for any ε the invariant measure of X 
Since S ε , S ε ′ converge uniformly to 1/2 as j → ∞, the L 2 -distances of the volatility functions and the drift functions of the alternatives ε and ε ′ are bounded by
Therefore, Assouad's lemma and δ ∼ 2
provided the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distributions of (X (ε) τn ) n=0,...,N and (X (ε ′ ) τn ) n=0,...,N remains uniformly bounded for all alternatives ε, ε
To bound the Kullback-Leibler divergence, we have to take into account the random observation times. Denote the transition density of (X t ) t≥0 by p t (x, y)dy = P σ,b (X t = dy|X 0 = x) for x, y ∈ [0, 1], t ≥ 0. By the independence of the observation time τ and the process X we have
For one dimensional diffusions with bounded drift and differentiable volatility, which is uniformly separated from zero, we know that is a well defined kernel of operator R. We obtain the following generalization of Proposition 6.4 in [12] :
Note that the bounded Lebesgue density γ near the origin specially ensures that
Proof. Due to the bound p
, dominated convergence yields
By [12, Prop. 6.4] this tends to zero.
Exactly as in [12, Sect. 5.2] , this lemma allows us to bound the Kullback-Leibler divergence by N r ε ′ − r ε 2 L 2 ([0,1] 2 ) for kernels r ε ′ and r ε of R ε ′ and R ε , respectively, for any ε, ε
We will bound the Hilbert-Schmidt norm by the difference of the inverses of the generators, which are, in contrast to the generators itself, bounded operators. Recall that R = L(−L) for the Laplace transform L(z) =´∞ 0 e −tz γ(dt), z ≥ 0. By the functional calculus for operators the function f (z) = L −z . In view of (27) we have proven Theorem 8.
A Stability of the eigenvalue problems
A.1 Compact, self-adjoint, positive-definite operators Theorem 22. Consider T a compact, self-adjoint and positive-definite operator on some Hilbert space H = (H, · ). Denote its eigenpairs by (λ i , x i ) i=1,2,... , normalized so that x i = 1 and ordered decreasingly with respect to the eigenvalues. Let V ⊂ H be a finite dimensional subspace of H, and π the orthogonal projection on V . Assume that the biggest eigenvalue λ 1 is simple and that
Consider the projected operator πT π and denote its normalized, ordered decreasingly, eigenpairs by λ
. Then
holds, where the constant C depends only on the size of the spectral gap λ 1 − λ 2 and the first eigenvalue λ 1 .
Proof. Since T is self-adjoint and positive-definite T = sup x∈H T x,x x 2 = λ 1 . By the variational characterization of the eigenvalues we have
Consequently the projected operator πT π has a spectral gap of size ρ ≥ Consequently, in order to prove x 1 − x V 1 ≤ C (I − π) x 1 , it suffices to justify that
Let P be the spectral projection on the eigenspace of operator πT π corresponding to the eigenvalue λ R (πT π, z) .
Since operator πT π is self adjoint on H we know that (see Proposition 2.32 from [7] ) R (πT π, z) = (dist (z, σ (πT π))) −1 . Consequently sup z∈S(λ1,3ρ/2) R (πT π, z) = sup z∈S(λ1,3ρ/2) (dist (z, σ (πT π))) −1 ≤ ρ 2 .
It remains to bound the distance between the eigenvectors. Since x 1 and x V 1 are normalized
Since λ V 1 is simple, the right hand side is equal to 2 x 1 − P x 1 2 .
A.2 Generalized symmetric eigenvalue problems.
In this section we want to sketch the a posteriori technique of solving generalized symmetric eigenvalue problems (GSEP). GSEPs have been studied extensively in chapter VI of [24] . For the error analysis in the case of standard matrix eigenvalue problems we refer to Chapter 1 of [7] or Chapter V of [24] . A particularly useful reference for various eigenvalue problems is [4] . Consider A, B ∈ R n×n real, symmetric matrices with B positive definite. We call a pair (λ, x) ∈ R × (R n \ {0}) an eigenpair of the generalized symmetric eigenvalue problem (GSEP) for matrices A, B if Ax = λBx.
Furthermore we adapt the notation of the standard eigenvalue problems calling λ the eigenvalue and x the eigenvector. An eigenpair is normalized if x = 1, where x = . We deduce that problem (29) has n solutions (λ i , x i ) i=1,..,n , all eigenvalues are real and we can ordered the eigenpairs with respect to the eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ... ≥ λ n . Furthermore corresponding eigenvectors (x i ) i=1,..,n form a B−orthogonal basis of R n . Consider now perturbed matrices A, B with B positive definite and the corresponding GSEP:
We want to formulate error bounds between ( λ 1 , x 1 ) and (λ 1 , x 1 ). To that purpose form the residual vector r = A x 1 − λ 1 B x 1 = (A − A) x 1 + λ 1 ( B − B) x 1 .
The standard a posteriori procedure is to find a matrix E = E( λ 1 , x 1 ) such that
Since we replaced in (31) the perturbed matrix B by B, the final step is to reduce (31) and (29) to the standard eigenvalue problems using the Cholesky decomposition of B. Then we can apply the standard error bounds expressed in terms of the perturbation matrix E. We obtain Theorem 23. There exists a normalized eigenpair (λ i , x i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
r ,
r .
where κ(B) = B B −1 is the condition number of matrix B and δ(λ i ) is the so called localizing distance, i.e. δ(λ i ) = min j =i λ j − λ 1 .
The disadvantage of the above procedure is that we obtain an existence result that gives no information how the eigenpair (λ i , x i ) is related to (λ 1 , x 1 ). This is a typical downside for a posteriori methods that are supposed to provide information how far the calculated solution is from the nearest exact solution but are not intended to compare ordered eigenpairs. A helpful result is the absolute Weyl theorem for generalized hermitian definite matrix pairs, established by Y. Nakatsukasa [18] . For readers convenience we state below the theorem in the form presented in [19, Theorem 8.3] . ∆A − λ i ∆B , for all i = 1, ..., n.
